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A/Mracf  - Satellite radar hderferometry  provides an important new tool for determining

ice-flow velocity. lnterferometric  measurements made from a single track direction are

sensitive only to a single component of the three-component velocity vector. Observations

from along three different track directions would allow the full velocity vector to be deter-

mined. A north/south-looking SAR could provide these observations over large portions of

the globe but not over large areas of the polar ice sheets. We develop and demonstrate a

technique that allows  the full three-component velocity vector to be determined from data

acquired along two track directions (ascending and descending) under a surface-parallel

flow assumption. This technique requires that we have accurate estimates of the surface

slope, which we determine interferometrically.  To demonstrate the technique, we estimate

the 3-component velocity field for the Ryder Glacier, Greenland. Our results are promis-

ing, although we do not have yet ground-truth data with which to determine the accuracy

of our estimates. This technique provides the ability to measure the vector velocity field

anywhere on an ice sheet once the necessary data are acquired.

I. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the flow dynamics of an ice sheet’s ou[lct  glaciers and ice streams

requires knowledge of their flow velocity and strain rates (i.e., velocity gradients). With the

advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS), glaciologists  now arc able to make precise in

silu estimates of ice-flow velocity, While highly accurate, it is time consuming and logistically

difficult to make such measurements. After a long field season, a glaciologist  is likely  to have

measured velocity at only a few dozen points. lee-flow velocity also has been measured from
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the displacement of features observed in pairs of visible [1] or synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

images [2], but these methods do not work well for the large, featureless areas that comprise

much of the ice sheets. Thus, the need for detailed ice-flow velocity measurements over wide

areas has not been met by conventional techniques.

Since the launch of IRS-1, the capability of satellite radar intcrfcromctry (SR1) data for mak-

ing detailed ice-flow velocity measurements has been firmly established [3]-[ 15]. The n~casure-

mcnt of ice motion using SR1 was first demonstrated by Goldstein el al. [3] for an area on the

Rutford  ICC Stream, Antarctica. Hart] et al [4] have used EM interfcromctry to study tidal dis-

placement on the Filchncr-Ronnc ICC Shc]f. Kwok and Fahnestock  [5] measured rela[ivc veloci-

ties on the Nor[h-East  (irccn]and Ice Stream. Joughin  et al. [6]-[ 10] have mapped topography

and measured absolute velocities in Greenland and detcctcd  a mini-surge, Rignot  et al. have used

1+X3-  1 intcrferomctry to measure ice velocity [11], grounding-line position [12], and tidal flexure

[ 12] in Greenland, and SIR-C interferomctry to study topography and ice motion on the San

Rafael Glacier, Chile [13]. I~atland  [ 15] has made SR1 velocity measurements on Alaskan Gla-

ciers and Vachon  el al. [14] have used intcrfcromctry to study Canadian glaciers.

Previous studies [3]-[ 14] have relied on images  collected along a single satellite track. A

repeat-pass interferometer, however, is sensitive only to surface displacement that is directed

along the line of sight from the radar to the ground. As a result, intcrferograms acquired along a

single track arc sensitive to vertical displacement and only the across-track component of hori-

zontal displacement, Furthermore, without additional information, it is not possible to unanlbig-

uously  separate the mixed horizontal and vcriical displacement signals in an interferogram. in

this paper wc derive a technique for estimat ing all three components of the ice-flow vclocit  y vec-
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(or using two non-parallel tracks (i.e., ascending and descending tracks) and surface slope from

intcrfcfometry.

Wc begin with a brief review of interferometry followed by a derivation of the technique for

three-component velocity determination. Wc then apply the tcchniquc  to estimate the threc-conl-

poncnt  velocity vector for an area over the ice sheet and the Ryder Glacier, Greenland. Next wc

discuss the limitations and sources of error in the technique. Finally, wc discuss the current lin~i-

tations  to and future application of the technique.

II. 1 NTWUWROMETRY  BACKGROIJND

A, lnlerjcromder  Gomdry

‘I’he geometry of an intcrfcrometric SAR is shown in Fig. 1. The interferometer acquires two

images of the same scene with SARS located at S1 and Sz. The first SAR is at altitude  }1 and is

travcl]ing  in the y. direction. From S] , the look angle, t3, and the slant range, r., are determined

by a points ground range,  x~, and clcvat  ion, z, above some refcrcncc ellipsoid, The range to the

same point from the SAR at SL differs from r. by A. ];or a single-pass system, such as “1’OPSAR

[16], two images are acquired simultaneously using separate antennas. A repeat-pass interferon~-

etcr, on the other hand, acquires a single image of the same area twice from two nearly repeating

orbits or flight lines. Repeat-pass interfcromctry is examined in this paper since single-pass intcr-

fcrormtry  is not sensitive to surface displacement.

The baseline separating the SARS can be expressed in terms of its components normal to, }],,,

and parallel to, Bl,, a reference look direction. A convenient choice is to let the nominal center

look angle, @e, define the refercncc look direction. ‘1’hc angle ed then denotes the deviation of 0
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Fig 1. Ciccmetry  of an interferonwtric  SAR,

from Or.

For repeat-pass intcrfcrometry,  the range diffcrcncc  bctwccn  passes is estimated using

(1)

wh~rc *U,, wr~,) denotes the unwrapped intcrfcromctric-phase diffcrcncc  and L is the radar wavc-

]cngth.  Note that phase-unwrapping algorithms, which arc used to remove the modulo-2n  anlbi-

guity  in the intcrferometric phase, yield only the relative phase as there is an unknown constant
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of integration associated with the unwrapped solution [17]. It is assumed hcrc that @l{,l},,rfi,,  has

bcct~proccssedt  orc~~~ovct hisal~~bigllity  [8](i.c.,w iththca  idofticp  oints).~`hcERS-l  SAR

operates at a wavelength of Z = 5.656 cm so that A typically can be measured with sub-ccntinlc-

tcr accuracy.

With a repeat-pass interfcromctcr, A is affcctcd by both topography and any movement of the

sLIrF~cc bctwccn  orbits that is clircctcd toward or away from the look direction of the radar. There-

fore, the intcrfcromctric phase can be expressed as the sum of displacement- and topogra-

phy-dcpcndcnt  terms,

(2)

C. Eflcct of topography

Referring to Fig. 1, the base]inc  and range diffcrcncc due to topography, Atol,o~rfl,,,lY,  arc

related by

Applying (1) and (3) the phase duc topography is solved for as

$ topography ( o r----””””---  )= 2k - r + r; - 2ro(B,1sin  Od + Bpcos Cld) + Z12

[

2

)
= - 2k A’t, sin od -t BJ, cos6(, - #r- .

0

D. Effect  of Displacement

The contribution to the phase from surface displacement,  Ad, is given by

(3)

(4)

(5)
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where Ad, x$ denotes the component of displacement tangential to the surface of a rcfcrcncc ellip-

soid and directed across track, and Ad,z denotes di spl accmcnt  dircctcd  normal to the ellipsoid.

Thcincidencc  angle, V,isdefincd  with rcspcct  tothclocal  norl~lal  tothcellipsoid  (see Fig. 1).

For steady motion, the phase is related to the surface

$d = 2k8T(vX sin~J-
.!

where 67’ is the time bctwccn  acquisition of images.

velocity by

Vzcosly)  , (6)

IRS- 1 orbits arc not known WCI1 enough to estimate baselines with the lCVCI of accuracy

nccdcd to generate DEMs and cst imatc mot ion. As a result, the baseline must bc dctcrmincd

using tic points [ 18]. The baseline varies along the satellite track, which wc model as a linear

function of the along-track coordinate, y.. The baseline is then rcprcscntcd as

[)B =  Ilc.+tw  J“-J”,Cn It Ii I .y

s

and

(7)

[1Y&y - Ys,  (-

( n , ,  =  1$+ w,, –T- ,

‘Ys

where i]; and B; are the components of bascl inc at the frame ccntcr, ys, ~, and 8B,1 and SB,) arc

the changes in the baseline components over the length of the frame, l.} .
s

With a linear model for baseline variation, there arc four unknown parameters: II:, $,, 5B,,,

?iB,,.  There is also an unknown constant associated with the phase after it has been unwrapped.

Wc make an approximation to implicitly incorporate this constant into the baseline solution so
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that only the four baseline parameters need to be determined [8]. We then estimate the baseline

using a linear least-squares solution [8][ 19] with at least four tic points.

liven  if the baseline were determined perfectly (i.e., so that the baseline estimate contributes

no error to the velocity estimate), the estimated baseline would differ slightly from the actual

baseline. This is because approximations in the baseline model and errors in some of the inde-

pendent parameters (i .c., satellite ah it udc) arc compensated for by using an effective rather than

exact baseline. The difference between the true and effective basc]inc  length  is small,

111. ESTIMATION OF THREE DIMENSIONAL. ICE-FI,OW VFil.OCITY

A, Surjimc-]’arallel  Flow Assumption

For ice-dynamics studies we wish to measure the three-component velocity vector

‘1’he line-of-sigh~ observation made from along a single track yields  only one velocity con~po-

ncnt, Thus, three intcrfcromctric observations from linearly independent directions arc necessary

to fully resolve the velocity vector. Observations acquired from three directions can bc made

with a SAR that has north/south-looking capability. HRS- 1 /2 is only able to look north. Fur(hcr-

more, it is not possible to obtain north- and south- looking coverage at high latitudes, including

large parts of Antarctica. Therefore, it is desirable to have the ability to measure the full velocity

vector with less than three observation directions.

If wc make the assumption that surticial  ice is constrained to flow parallel to the ice-sheet
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surface, Z((x, -y), then ver(ical velocity is related to horizontal velocity by

.

Vz = [ V&$x, Y)17’V,,  .

Substituting this expression into (8) yields

(9)

(lo)

which allows the full velocity vector to bc determined using observations from just two different

directions when the surface slope is known. This means that crossing ascending and descending

ERS orbits are suitable for estimating the full ice-flow velocity vector.

In general ice does not flow parallel to the surfi~cc,  ]nstead,  ice flow is inclined slightly

upward from the surface in the ablation z,one (areas of net ice loss) and is tipped slightly down-

ward in the accumulation zone [20]. This deviation from surface-parallel flow, which is called the
/}.

sllbIllcrgcrlcc/elllerger)ce  velocity, allows the icc sheet to maintain is’ steady-state shape by mak-

ing way (submergence) for new ice in the accumulation zone and by replacing (emergence) ice

lost in the ablation zone, in steady state, the submergence/cmcrgcncc velocity is equal to the

local mass balance, which is of the order of a few decimeters pcr year for most of Greenland. In

fast moving areas with bumpy terrain, the vertical-component of motion due to surface-parallel

flow is large with respect to the SUbJllCrgCnCC/elllCrgCJICe  velocity. In areas where there is heavy

ablation  or accumulation the surface-parallel flow assumption may yield significant errors in esti-

mates of vertical motion, Estimates of the horizontal components of motion should be relatively

unaffected by deviations from surface-parallel flow.
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Fig 2. Vectors and ang]es  used in determining ice-flow velocity.

l). Iislinlation of velocity vector under the. .T14rj[~cc-]~orclllelJow  m.wmption

In this sub-section wc clcrivc the equations ncccssary  to estimate the ice-flow velocity vector

from two non-parallc]  (i.e., ascending and descending) tracks under the surface-parallel flow

assumption, Wc begin by defining a three-dimcnsiona], right-handed,

with some arbitrary orientation of the x y axes in the p]anc tangcntia]

(Fig. 2).

x y z -coordinate systcm

to a rcfcrcncc ellipsoid

l~t h and ~ be the unit vectors corresponding to the across-track directions of the ascending

and descending passes, rcspcctivcly.  The angular separation of tracks is denoted by a“ (Fig. 2).

l’hc across-track vectors form a non-orthonorma]

bc cxprcsscd  as

Vll = })afi +

basis, allowing the hori~,ontal  velocity vector to

@ . (11)
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Applying (6), the across-track components of velocity as a function phase are

7’_ o~, ,,
vlla = —T-7– + Vz cot ~fa

2k&70sml+r[,

and

(12)

o~ ~V;’j =. ––.-+-– + Vzcot ydo
2kiS7 ~smyrd

Here the motion-only intcrfcrograms $d, ~ and ~Id, ~ have been unwrapped and referenced to a

stationary surface so that a phase value of zero indicates no displacement. Since the basis (ti, ~)

is noll-or[})o~lorl~lal,

(13)
7A

va #. v,, a

and

Thus, we need to determine the relation bctwccn  the a d coordinates and the projections of the

hori~,onta]  velocity vector on to basis vectors ii and ~, whic}l we can determine from the intcrfer-

ograms.  These rclat ions are derived in the Appcndi  x. Ikom (AS) wc have

[1[]= 1 ,  “ A
~,

(1
v,, a

9
\,d

v;’;

where

(14)

We now need the transformation from a d to x y coordinates, Referring to Fig. 2, the a d

basis vectors can bc expressed as

and



i? = ms(cx+ ~)i + Sin(a+  (3)$.

The desired coordinate transformation is then

where

A =

Applying (1 2), (14), and (16) wc obtain

uVx =.
v

Y

Applying the surface-parallel-flow

Vz =

A B

1Cos(a+p)
sin(cx+ ~) ‘

—

(16)

1

(17)

.

.

assumption,

wc obtain

kb~i?j’’’]+AcHcH
d’”

Where

(18)

(19)

(20)
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Solving (19) for v~ in xy coordinates yields

(21)11$4 a

[1
-—. -

l)X 2.k6T(, sin ~a
= (1- ABC)-]AB

‘Y Qfi, d “— .  — . .
2k6TdsiIlyfd

This equation defines the spatial] y varying relation for determining the horizontal velocity vector

from the unwrapped phase values. Once v,, is computed, Vz is determined via (1 8). In the next

section we apply this technique to an area in G-ecnland  where we have data from crossing

ascending and descending passes.

IV, APPLICATION TO THE RYDER G] .ACJF;R,  GRHENI.,AND

Adjacent IRS- 1 tracks were widely spaced during the commissioning and ice phases of

ERS- 1 so that there are only a few areas in Greenland where ascending and descending tracks

cross. During the tandcm  IRS-1/2 mission there were no gaps between adjacent tracks so that, in

principle, crossing ascending and descending swaths could bc collected anywhere. The majority

of the (h.ccnland  data collected during the tandem mission were from descending passes. Some

tandem ascending data were collected, however, so three-[lilllcnsiollal velocity estimates can bc

cs[imatcd  at several sites in Greenland. There arc also several areas in Antarctica where this tech -

niquc  can be applied using data from the tandcm mission.

A. Study Area m]d Dat{I Set

Wc obtained a set of ascending and

cicr in northern Grecn]and (see inset map,

descending images that cover an area on Ryder Gla-

I:ig. 5). I’his outlet glacier drains a basin of 28,300
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kn12, which is roughly 1.7% of the inland ice area. Based on the accumulation rate data of Ohn~-

ura and Rcch [21], the total accumulation for the basin is 5.0 kn~3/yr water equivalent, making

the Ryder a moderate-sized outlet glacier for Greenland.

An implicit assumption in the derivation of (21) is that ice flows at a steady rate during

acquisition of the ascending and descending passes. lJsually this is a reasonable assumption for

icc flow, especially if the data arc all acquired in winter. Joughin  ef al [7] and Kwok and Fahnc-

stock [5] observed steady flow rates for periods ranging from days up to nearly two years. The

Ryder, however, varies its speed. A mini-surge occurred sometime in the interval from Scpten~-

bcr 22 through November 8, 1995 [ 10]. l~urinp,  this event, the speed on parts of the glacier

appears to have incrcascd by more than a factor of three over the normal rate. The descending

data used in this study were acquired September 21-22, 1995 whi]c the ascending data were col-

lcctcd  November 8-9 of the same year. These intcrfcrograms,  which are shown in Fig. 3, were

used to bound the period over which the mini-surge occurred [10].

I’hc Ryder appears to have been in its normal flow mode when the Scptcmbcr  and

November interferograms  were acquired, The mini-surge bet wcen these acquisitions, however,

means that there may bc differences in the flow rates observed during the Scptcmbcr and October

acquisitions. Wc believe that any such differences arc small. Thus, for the purposes of denlon-

strating  our tcchniquc,  wc assume that the flow rates were the same when the ascending and

descending interferograms were acquired,

The difference in track directions, u, for the ascending and descending intcrferograms is

95.6°. “1’hc across-track direction of the descending intcrfcrogram is nearly aligned with the flow
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Fig, 3. (a) Descending intcrfcrograrn  formed from images ae.quircd September 21-22, 1995 with

}1,1 = 42.3 m. (b) Ascending interferogram  generated using images acquired November 8-9, 1995 with

};,l = 95.3 m. 130th intcrferograms  have been processed to remove the effect of topography so that

phase variation is due to displacement and phase errors such as atmospheric effects,

direction over large parw of the g,lacier so that there is a strong displacement signal. ‘1’hc promin-

ent se[s of tig,htly-spaced, parallel fring,es  visible. in the de.sc.ending intcrferograrn  (Fig. 3) ale

associ atcd with vcloci[ y gradients across the she.a!  margins. in contrast, the across-track direction

of the ascending intcrfcrograrn is nearly orthogonal to the flow direction so that there is little

effect from horizontal displacement. The often circular or “bull’s eye” patterns of fringes in this

inlerferogram are primarily the result of verlical  motion [7]. Similar patterns are also present in

the dcsccn(iing  in{erfcrogram as sensitivity to vcrlica]  displacement dots nol depend on track ori-

entation.
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Surface slope estimates are needed  to measure velocity using (21). ‘lo determine slope,

wcgcncratcd  a high-resolution interferonlctric  DliM forthcicc-covered  areas, which required

double differcncing  pairs of interfcrograms to cancel the effect of motion [5] [7]. This DEM has a

pixel spacing of 80 m and is shown in Fig. 4 The relative (shor( scale) accuracy of the DEM is on

the order of a few meters, Baseline error and other errors may have introduced long-wavelength

(i.e., greater than 10 km) errors of up to a few dccamctcrs.  Fortunately, such long-wavelength

errors have little effect on the accuracy of slope estimates.

Rugged  topography made it difficult to unwrap the phase in the ice-free areas. As a result,

wc did not attempt to estimate the topography for the ice-free regions. Instead, the data from

these regions of the DEM shown in Fig. 4 are rcsamplcd  elevations from the KMS (National Sur-

vey and ~adastre)  DEM (0.5-knl  resolution), which was provided to us by S. Ekholm  [22]. This

dots not affect our results, as wc need slope data only from of the ice-covered area.

B. Coordinate Systm

We used the polar stereographic projection of the special sensor microwave imagcr (SSM/1)

grid for our velocity estimates. With this coordinate system, the origin is located at the pole with

the x--axis  directed along 45° E and the y -axis along 135° li In Fig. 3 and in subsequent figures,

the x-coordinate increases from left to right and the y -coordinate increases from bottom to top.

The direction of true North is nearly aligned with the positive y-axis in these figures.

C. Velocity Fidd

To estimate velocity, we began by processing raw SAR signal data into complex, single-look



Fig 4. }ligl~-rcsol~]ti(ll],  intcrferonmtrically  -dcrive,d  I)EM of Ryder Glacier, The DEM is shown as a

shaded surface with the light source dircctcd fronl above along the. L- -axis. FMvation contours are plotkd

OVCI the sur~acc  a{ 10()-m intervals. The inlages  used [o generate the D1;M were acquired in March 1992,

during the first ice phase of ERS- 1,



images from which wc created intcrfcrograms. Aflcr unwrapping the phase, wc estimated the

baseline using tie points from the ice-free area. l’hc elevations of these tic-points were dctcr-

mincd from the KMS DEM. After baseline estimation and flattening the intcrfcrograms  exhibited

small tilt errors, which we attributed to insufficient tic-point control in the baseline estimation

proccdurc.  To improve the results, wc included tic points from the icc-covcrcd  area. Since wc did

not have GPS vclocit  y measurements, wc used balance-velocities [20], which wc estimated [25]

using the KMS DEM, an estimate of bcd topography, and the accumulation data from Ohmura

and Rech [21], Wc selected these extra tic points from the slow moving areas where bal-

ance-velocity  errors arc roughly a fcw n~/yr.  While not nearly as accurate as GPS-measured tic

points, wc bclicvc  the baseline solution dctcrmincd  using balance-velocity tic points is far more

accurate than the solution based solely on stationary tic points from the icc-free area. After esti-

mating the baseline, wc cancelled  the phase duc to topography by diffcrencing  the intcrfero-

grams with synthetic topography-only intcrfcrograms gcncratcd  from our DEM (Fig. 4). “1’hc

resulting motion-on] y intcrfcrograms, @d, ~ and $d,,,, were used to estimate velocity via (18) and

(21).

The horizontal-velocity field for the Ryder is shown in J~ig. 5, The Ryder has two branches,

which convcrgc  at 1000 m elevation and then flow out through the Shcrard  Osborn  Fjord, where

the ice evcntuall  y goes afloat. At higher elevations the regions of converging flow associated with

each of the two branches are visible while further downstream the shear margins of the two

branches bccomc more distinct until finally they merge to form a sing]c tributary. In places where

there arc flow stripes or other indicators of flow direction, wc get good agreement with the nlca-

surccl flow direction. As the icc begins to enter the exposed confines of the fiord, flow is shunted
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Fig 5. Horimnlal velocity field plotted over UK SAR an]plitudc image of the Ryder Glacier. Green con-

tom arc at 2.() m/yr intervals and blue contours at 50 nl/yr’ intervals. Rcd arrows indicate flow direction

and have lel~gth  proportional to speed. “1’hc irnag,c was acquired September 21, 1995.
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to the west by what is likely a bedrock obstacle. once around this obstacle, the flow bccomcs

more evenly distributed across the fiorcl. In addition to the Ryder flow field, the cnhanccd  flow

associated with several smaller glaciers is also visible.

‘l-hc vertical component of the Ryder velocity field is shown in Fig, 6. Because the estimated

vcr[ical displacement is proportional to horizontal vc]ocity and surface slope, there is only signif-

icant variation in regions where motion is rapid and the topography undulating. The vcrti-

cal-velocity ficlcl  is dominated by variation with length scales of a fcw ice thicknesses (i.e., a few

kilometers). The subnlcrgcncc/cnlcrgencc  contribution to the vertical component of velocity not

accounted for by our estimate should vary over longer length scales and have an elevation depen-

dcncc, Ovcrall,  ice flow is dircctcd  downhill so that vcr(ical velocities are predominantly nega-

tive (red contours). There are a fcw areas, however, where ice must flow uphill  to get over a bump

(blue contours).

Different types of glaciological  study require different ICVCIS of accuracy in velocity esti-

mates. For estimation of ice discharge and for some icc dynamics studies, velocity errors of a few

ndyr with length scales of a few kilometers can bc considered negligible. For other ice dynamics

studies the fine-scale details of flow arc important bccausc they represent the effects the of longi-

tudinal  stress gradients and can yield information regarding basal conditions [26]. This type of

study requires a high degree of relative accuracy over length scales of a fcw kilometers since the

amplitude of the fine-scale variability is small.

To examine the fine-scale details of our velocity estimates in greater detail, Fig. ‘7 shows

velocity and elevation data from along the 50-knl  magenta profile shown in Fig 6. The velocity

data in Fig. 7a illustrate that the magnitude of the shorl-scale  variation is small with respect to
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I ‘ig 6. Verlical  component of velocity for the Ryder Glacier. Results from along, the magenta profile are

shown in Fig. 7. “1’hc amplitude image  was acquirccl  November 8, 1995.
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Fig, 7. (a) Profiles of horimntal speed, l~)hl  . and elevation Profile location is indicated by a magenta line

in Fig,. 6. (b) PIofiles of verlical  velocity. L;z . sh~rt-sCa]C speed>  lL’~l~hC)r[~~fl/C’ and short-scale elevation

.
‘shor[.fcfllt’ Short-scale variation is determined by fillerin: the profile to remove variation with

length-scale  meater  than 5 km (armroximatelv  5 ice thicknesses).
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absolute vclocit  y. Fig. 7b shows I V,ll and z after high-pass filtering to remove variation with

length-scale greater than 5 km (i.e., roughly 5 ice thicknesses). No filtering was applied to the

vertical component of velocity since it exhibits little variation over length scales greater than a,

few kilometers.

‘l’he peaks in the small scale hori~,onta]  field vcloci[y field occur at the tops of bumps or just

on the downhil] side of the bumps. The fine-scale horiz,onta]  and vertical components of velocity

have similar magnitudes and are roughly 180 degrees out of phase. On the right side of Fig, 7(b),

at the largest bump in the surface topography, one can see that the minimum in horizontal veloc-

ity corresponds to the minimum in surface slope (the maximum up glacier slope), and the maxi-

mum in velocity corresponds to the maximum slope on the down-flow side. This makes sense

from the point of view of driving stress, but without bed topography wc cannot address the issue

using continuity.

The results in this example seem reasonable and perhaps not overly corrupted by estimation

error, Further research is needed to determine accuracy. As discussed below better charactcriz,a-

tion of the various errors and how they contribute to overall accuracy is needed. Consistent esti-

mates from several sets of intcrfcrograms would help establish the validity of the data for the

study of the fine-scale field. We also need to compare. G]% velocity measurements with intcrfcr-

ometric  measurements to firm] y establish the accuracy of our results.

D. Errors

We appear to have measured the main elements of the Ryder flow field. While our results

indicate that it is possible to measure the vector velocity ficlcl  for ice flow, wc have not yet estab-
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]ishccl  with what accuracy these measurements can be maclc. Analysis of the error is complicated

by the fact that we do not have yet good charac[crizations  of all sources of error, Error sources

also combine in a complicated and spatially varying way, which makes analysis difficult. Finally,

wc have no ground truth data with which to fully validate our results. For these reasons, wc limil

the discussion to a description of the potential sources of error and leave a complete analysis of

error as a topic for further research.

inaccuracy in three-component velocity estimates is the result of misregistration, slope, base-

line, DEM, phase-unwrapping, and phase errors. Registration error occurs when the ascending

and descending interferograms and the DEM are not properly coregistcrcd.  Misregistration is

caused by inaccuracy in the satellite ephemeris, along-track timing, and other data used for

gcolocat  ion as well as by errors in the DHM used to remove the terrain distortion present in SAR.

imagery. Our data were registered with an accuracy of about 80 m for areas on the ice sheet. ICC

velocity and topography typically vary over scales greater than about onc icc thickness (roughly

0.5- 1.2 km for the Ryder) so that misregistration  is small with respect to the natural scale of vari-

ability. As a result, misregistration  is typically only a factor in regions of strong phase gradients

such as across shear margins and around bumps. This means that registration error primarily

affects the accuracy with which wc can measure the fine-scale details of the velocity field.

Accurate estimates of horizontal and vertical components of velocity require accurate surface

slope estimates. ‘1’hc smooth nature of icc-sheet topography allows interferomctric DEMs to bc

heavily filtered to nearly eliminate spccklc  as a significant source of slope error. Slopes deter--

mined from intcrfcromctric IIEMs are affected by several other sources of intcrferomctric phase

errors (see bc]ow) that have length scales comparable to that of the topographic variation [7].
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Multiple DEMs can bc averaged to reduce slope errors [7]. Slope errors contribute to inaccuracy

in mcasurcmcnts of fine-scale details of the velocity field.

Errors in the intcrfcromctric baseline yield residual, almost linearly-varying errors across

motion-only intcrfcrograms. 13asclinc  errors arc of(cn the largest source of error in interfcronlct-

ric velocity estimates. A large number of accurate and WC]] clistributed tic-points and a shor(

intcrfcromctric baseline will help minimize these errors [9]. Since adequate tic-point information

is often not available, there are many areas where baseline error can severely limit the accuracy

of velocity estimates. Baseline errors have no effect on the ability to resolve subtle  variations in

the fine-scale velocity field.

An accurate DUM is needed to avoid residual topographic effects in the motion-only intcrfcr-

ograms used to cst i mate velocity. Scnsitivit  y of vclocit  y csti mates to DEM error is proportional

to the baseline length, so using interfcrograms with shorl baseline lengths is important for keep-

ing this type of error small. Potential long-wavelength errors in our interfcromctric DEM may

have introduced errors of a fcw meters pcr year in our velocity estimates. DEM errors, especially

for longer  baselines, can affect the ability to resolve both the long- and short-wavelength features

in the velocity field.

Phase unwrapping errors lead directly to velocity errors. A phase unwrapping program must

]ocatc discontinuitics  of greater than h and mark thcm with branch cuts so that the phase is not

integrated across the discontinuity y, which would otherwise introduce an error [17]. An in~prop-

crly p]accd branch cut causes a phase discontinuity to bc shiftc.d from its actual position. Even

when placed incorrectly, however, a branch cut keeps the error local instead of allowing it to

bccomc global, which would occur if no branch cut was used. Phase unwrapping errors on ice
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sheets t ypjcal]  y occur where there arc strong  phase gradients such as at bull’s cyc patterns and

shear margins, Phase unwrapping errors arc rcduccd  by climinatitlg  strong phase gradients and

jmprovjng  jnterfcromc(ric  correlation, Shor(cning  the temporal base]inc  rcduccs phase gradients

while jncrcasjng  the incidcncc  angle can further rcducc the phase gradients caused by vertical

displacement. ~orrclation  can bc incrcascd  by decreasing the intcrfcromctric baseline ]cngth, by

reducing the temporal baseline, or by increasing the range rcsolutjon  [23].

Phase noise due to speckle js oflen considered the limiting factor of jnterferometric nlcasurc-

mcnts. This type of phase noise dots limit our ability to unwrap the phase correctly. C)ncc  the

phase has been unwrapped, however, speckle is not a major limitation for ice sheets as the natural

scale of variability allows a large amount of filtering for spccklc  reduction while retaining an

adequate ICVCI of resolution (i.e., 100-200 m). Spccklc  is a more significant problem for moun-

tain glacjcrs  where the features arc much smaller.

There arc several other types of phase errors in kXS intcrferograms that have length  scales

comparable to those of the mcasurcmcnts wc wish to make so that they are not easily fixed with a

simple smoothing filter. in addition to directly affecting velocity estimates, these errors also

affect the accuracy of the intcrfcromctrically derived I)IiMs used to estimate slope and cancel

topographic effects. W-N- 1 jntcrfcrograms from high-latitude areas often have errors that take

the form of narrow (i.e., a few kilometers) streaks that sweep across the intcrferogram primarily

in the across-track direction. Jczck and Rignot  [27] first noticed these streaks jn the correlation of

an 1 iRS - 1 intcrfcrogram from western Grccn]and. ‘1’hcy demonstrated that the streaks arc related

to high-frequency variation in the azimuth  registration. If the streaks ran horizontally across an

jntcrfcrogram, perhaps they could be cxp]ainecl  by missjng  lines jn the raw data. The oricntatjon
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of most streaks, however, is a few degrees off horizontal, making explanation of their cause diffi-

cult, The phase errors (i .c., a few tenths of a radian) introduced hy these streaks arc sufficient to

cause vclocit y error of a few meters per year for a tandcm  ERS- 1 /2 pair. Furlhcr research is

needed to establish the cause of these s[reak errors and whether they are unique to the IiKS- 1 /2

SARS.

ERS intcrfcrograms from Greenland arc also subject to long wavelength (20-100 ki lomctcrs)

phase errors (upto 10 radians) in the along-track direction

by nonlinear variation of the baseline, to clock drift [29],

[7], These errors arc possibly caused

or to some other cause. These errors

can have magnitudes of several radians, which can introduce an errors in velocity of up to a few

dccamctcrs per year for a tandem  pair. Wc believe this type of error accounts for at most a few

meters per year in this study.

Goldstein [24] observed anomalous phase variation in interferograms of an area in the

Mojavc  desert, which hc attributed to additional time (phase) delay caused by turbulent water

vapor in the lower atmosphere. Wc have observed similar features with amplitudes of a few radi-

ans in intcrfcrograms from mountainous, ice-free areas in northern Greenland [9]. Detecting

such features on the ice sheet is more difficuli, however, because wc must differentiate them from

the motion. If wc had several intcrferograms of the same area, it would be easier to detect atmo-

spheric effects on the ice sheet. If such features arc present with lengths scales of a few kilome-

ters as observed by Goldstein [24] and ourselves, then they will have have an effect on

measurements of the fine-scale velocity field,
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V, CLJRRJ3NT ANI) FUTURE APPLICATION

~’hc kc and commissioning phases of IRS-1 and the tandem phase of ERS- 1/2 yiclclcd  a

large intcrfcrometric data set, providing descending coverage for all of Greenland and a large

part of Antarctica, Unfortunately, data were acquired over only a limited area from both ascend-

ing and descending passes, An extension of the tandcm  mission with additional ground stations

could fill in many of the gaps where there is currcnt]y  no bidirectional covcragc.  The HRS 1/2

SARS cannot image below 79.2° S, however, so there is no coverage for a large portion of the

West Antarctic Ice Sheet, including the Siplc coast  ICC Streams. ‘J’his  potentially unstable icc

sheet holds enough icc to raise sea-level by 6 meters [29] and is where the main thrust of lJS Ant-

arctic glaciological  research has been focussecl over the last dccadc  [28]. J-ERS-1 also provides

only limitccl  covcragc  of West Antarctica. RadarSat will image all of Antarctica during the

RadarSat Antarctic Mapping Mission, but the 24-day temporal baseline is too long for velocity

mapping, even if the radar is turned south long enough to obtain interfcromctric pairs. ‘1’bus,

there is a need for an interfcromctcr that can provide full Antarctic covcragc.

ICC flow rates vary from a few meters pcr year near the summit to several kilometers pcr year

near the tcrmini of large glaciers such as Jakobshavns  lsbrac. ‘1’hc 1-day temporal baseline of

IRS- 1/2 tandem mission is WC]] suited for measuring icc flow in the range of about 100-1500

n~/yr  (note this range is a rough estimate as the glacier geometry and topography contribute

greatly to the maximum velocity that can bc measured). Mcasurcmcnt of fmtcr motion requires a

shorter temporal baseline, while estimates of slow moving icc flow benefit from longer temporal

baselines. With a sing]c SAR, the temporal baseline can bc varied in integer multiples of the

exact repeat period of the orbit. Thus, a shorl-repeat period allows a wide range of temporal basc-
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lines and the ability to measure rapidly moving ice. The trade-off for a short repeat period is a

reduction in the extent of coverage. “l’his problcm can bc somcwhai  mitigalcd  by the usc of

1.-band, which allows the temporal basc]inc  to bc greater by a factor of 5 relative to ~-band while

maintaining the same density of fringes CIUC  to displacement. l~ven  with L-band, however, it is

unlikely that full covcragc  can bc achieved with a temporal baseline that is s}]ort enough to map

cxt rcmcl y fast moving icc (i.e., greater 2 kn~/yr). Forlunatc] y, such fast moving glaciers represent

a small area and they arc heavily crcvasscd  so that feature tracking can be used to measure their

vclocit  y,

Shorl baselines are important for obtaining accurate icc velocity estimates [9]. I mng base-

lines also arc nccdcd to obtain the good height accuracy ncccssary for keeping slope error small.

The lengths of a large percentage of the INKS-1/2 tandcm baselines are sub-optimal for estimation

of either topography or velocity. Future missions should bc designed with the capability to main-

tain the intcrfcrometric baseline in a specified range (both short and long) to allow cfficicnt usc

of data in icc-sheet [9] and other types of deformation research [30].

As dcscribcd  above several types of non-spccklc phase errors affect the accuracy of IRS- 1 /2

estimates. The long-wavelength and streak errors may bc unique to ERS - 1 /2, but atmospheric

anomalies will impact any future repeat-pass i ntcrfcromcter,  regardless of frequency [24]. These

errors vary indcpcndcntly  from interfcrogram to intcrfcrogram (assuming no common images) so

that they can bc rcduccd  by averaging several estimates. Slope errors can bc reduced in a similar

fashion by averaging several DEMs to improve height accuracy. This approach can not be

applied to much of the current EiRS-  1 /2 tandcm  data set as typically there were only onc or two

pairs collcctcd  along each track. Any intcrfcromctry mission or extension of the tandcm  mission
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should bc planned so that enough pairs arc co] lcctcd to achicvc  the clcsired  accuracy via averag-

ing of multiple estimates,

If sufficient ascending and descending data were acquired and

surcd, the vclocit  y field for an cnt irc icc sheet could bc mapped.

hc appropriate tic points n~ca-

Roughly 12 terabytcs  of data

would bc required to form a velocity map of Antarctica if data from 10 intcrferograms were aver-

aged for each direct ion. Processing the signal data, crest ing intcrfcrograms, unwrapping the

phase, gcolocating  the data, estimating topography, and computing velocity represent an

immense, although not unrealizable, computational task. In the next fcw years the shutt]c radar

topography mission will map the Earth’s topography bctwccn  &60° ]atitudc,  which is an even

larger job. As computers increase in speed and storage costs dcclinc,  it may bc feasible in a fcw

years to perform large-scale icc-sheet mapping as a rclativcl y low cost project if the ncccssary

data arc acquired,

VI. CONCI,USIONS

Wc have demonstrated that interfcrograms from ascending and descending passes can bc

combined with surface slope information to csti mate the three-dimensional ice-flow velocit  y

field. Further research is needed to dctcrminc  how accuratc]y  the fine-scale details of the velocity

field can bc dctcrmincd.  Application of the tcchniquc  is currently limited to a small pcrccntagc of

the area covered by the Greenland and Antarctic ICC Sheets where both ascending and descend-

ing data were collcctcd.  Data from existing and future missions, however, hold great promise for

advancing our knowledge of ice sheet dynamics and mass balance.
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Pig 8. Definition of coordinates, vectors, and rotations used in deriving non-orthonormal  basis.

VI]. APPENDIX

A. Coordinates for two-dimensional, rlotl-or[}lotlort)t{~l  basis in terms of across-track velocity

Coi}lponcrlts

Consider two orthonormal  xy -coordinate systems rotated with respect to each other as shown

in Fig. 2. For an arbitrary vector, V}l, we can relate the coordinates in one system to those in the

other by

Vx sin U
1

=  ‘X2 ‘Os a - “Y2

“Y 1 = “X2 “r’ a + ‘Y2 Cos a

v sin a
12

=  “xl Cosu  +  “Y1

- VA
‘Y2  = j

sins -t v cosrx.Y1

(Al)
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After soJnc algebra wc obtain

Similarly wc obtain

Substituting (A2) and (A3) into

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(AS)

where
,.

[“V;f?– V;dcosa
vo=——

sin2u 1

and

‘d%%?
‘l’his gives the coordinates in the non-or[honormal  basis in terms of the projections of the hori-

zontal velocity vector onto the basis vectors.
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